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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a real industrial example in which the steam utility network of a 
refinery is modelled in order to evaluate potential Heat Integration retrofits proposed for 
the site. A refinery, typically, has flexibility to optimize the operating strategy for the 
steam system depending on the operation of the main processes. This paper presents a 
few examples of Heat Integration retrofit measures from a case study of a large oil 
refinery. In order to evaluate expected changes in fuel and electricity imports to the 
refinery after implementation of the proposed retrofits, a steam system model has been 
developed. The steam system model has been tested and validated with steady state data 
from three different operating scenarios and can be used to evaluate how changes to 
steam balances at different pressure levels would affect overall steam balances, 
generation of shaft power in turbines, and the consumption of fuel gas. 

KEYWORDS 

Heat integration, Steam network, Energy cost savings, Oil refinery, Pinch analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Heat Integration is one important option for increasing energy efficiency in 
heat-intensive industrial plants such as chemical process plants and oil refineries [1]. 
Several approaches can be used for identifying energy efficiency options through Heat
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Integration [2]. The methods can generally be divided into approaches based on 
thermodynamics and physical insights and approaches based on mathematical 
programming. Methods combining these approaches have also been developed. Pinch 
analysis, which is based on thermodynamics and physical insights, is one of the most 
widely used techniques for Heat Integration.  

Heat Integration in industrial processes is a difficult task since the plant layout, 
operability and safety issues are non-negligible and represent substantial limitations to 
reaching targeted minimum energy requirements. These aspects are apparent especially 
when dealing with retrofit of existing plants since it is usually prohibitive, practically and 
economically, to completely revise the plant layout for energy recovery purposes. Recent 
developments in methods for retrofit design of Heat Exchanger Networks (HENs) for 
improved Heat Integration include the Retrofit Tracing Grid Diagram [3], the Extended 
Grid Diagram and Shifted Retrofit Thermodynamic Grid Diagram [4], Bridge Analysis 
[5], and the Temperature Driving Force curves [6].  

When looking at large industrial process plants, even more care must be paid when 
dealing with Heat Integration. In fact, Heat Integration limitations due to operability and 
plant layout aspects many times lead to the choice to only consider direct 
process-to-process integration within single process units. Because of the difficulties 
with direct process-to-process heat exchange across different units in a large industrial 
site, a heat collection and distribution system, such as steam network, is often the most 
practical way to deal with site wide Heat Integration and such utility systems are a central 
part of energy systems in refineries and petrochemical plants. However, a number of 
practical problems that can occur when dealing with Heat Integration in large process 
sites has been described in literature [7], and noted in applied studies, see e.g. [8]. 

Recent developments in methods for Total Site Heat Integration have been proposed 
to deal with some of the practical issues and to develop the existing framework and tools 
for retrofit purposes. For example, Liew et al. [9] proposed a tool for optimum design and 
planning of the utility system in a Total Site considering sensitivity to variations in 
operating conditions. Other examples include a Total Site Heat Integration targeting 
approach that incorporates plant layout considerations such as pressure drop and heat 
losses in the steam utility system [10] and a methodology to identify process 
modifications that will improve Total Site Heat Integration targets [11]. Retrofit 
frameworks for the Total Site have been proposed by Liew et al. [12], who implement a 
top-down retrofit concept that starts from the Total Site context and considers both direct 
and indirect heat transfer opportunities and by Gharaie et al. [13], who presented a 
retrofit strategy for site-wide emissions reductions that takes a holistic approach for 
conceptual design related to process changes, heat recovery in individual processes, 
efficient heat and power generation in the utility system and fuel switching. An overview 
of recent developments in Heat Integration retrofit of Total Sites is given in [14].  

In practice, for example in applied engineering consultancy project, more established 
methods are typically used, and the retrofit designs are often limited to individual process 
units. A typical, recent example is presented by Mehdizadeh Fard et al. [15], who apply a 
zonal targeting approach to the retrofit of a complex natural gas refinery. To avoid 
difficulties related to piping distances and safety, the authors divide the Total Site into 
smaller areas, and apply Pinch Analysis in each area individually. In such situations, 
there is still a need to be able to evaluate the proposed heat recovery measures, to 
establish whether they will actually result in energy savings in the Total Site perspective. 
For example, improved heat recovery in one unit may typically lead to fuel savings in 
local process furnaces and a corresponding loss of steam production in process coolers. 
Alternatively, it may lead to steam savings in steam heaters, and a corresponding 
reduction of cold utility use. It is not obvious how such changes to steam balances due to 
retrofits within single process units affect the overall fuel and energy balances for an 
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industrial plant [16]. The consequences of reduced steam demand or steam production in 
one unit on the site steam and fuel balances are further complicated when steam turbines 
are also used for steam expansion between higher and lower pressure headers, which is 
often the case for refinery and large petrochemical sites.  

Furthermore, since process conditions constantly change with ambient conditions, 
raw material mixes and product demand, the steam consumption/production is not 
constant. In the steam system, all components are connected at the different levels and are 
strongly dependent on each other [17]. This means that the operation of other steam 
system components, like steam boilers and steam turbines, must be adjusted according to 
the variations in steam consumption/production caused by the process variations. In 
addition to variations within the industrial plants, variations in fuel and electricity prices 
also affect the optimal operation of the steam system components [18]. The large number 
of interdependencies and variations makes the system complicated and make it difficult 
to analyse the energy consequences of Heat Integration projects without including 
modelling of the steam system in the analysis. Every Heat Integration retrofit that implies 
a modification to the steam balances leads to a requirement for a complex decision on the 
best operational response for the overall steam system [19]. 

For example, a steam saving made at a certain pressure level leads to a choice about 
whether or not to turn off steam-driven turbines to be able to decrease steam production. 
It is therefore important to model the steam system to understand how a steam saving 
project would influence the fuel and electricity balances at the site, and to be able to 
evaluate whether it is a good HEN retrofit proposal. This importance of considering the 
effect on the entire steam system when making changes to a certain steam level for 
energy conservation projects has been demonstrated by Sun et al. [20], who also calculate 
a marginal cost of steam through optimisation. 

During later years, models for simulation and optimization of steam utility systems 
have been developed to include various aspects of steam system operation such as 
seasonal variations [21], environmental and economical optimisation [22], availability 
and reliability considerations [23] and operational decisions [24]. Micheletto et al. [25] 
have in a case study optimized the operation of a utility system at an oil refinery for 
various operating conditions. Several other case studies for steam utility systems have 
been conducted, for example, Ruiz and Ruiz [26] write about 20 years’ experience of real 
time optimization at various industrial sites. 

As can be seen, the problem of identifying heat recovery opportunities in large 
process sites has been discussed in the literature from different perspectives, from 
process unit local integration up to site wide utility integration. However, a complex 
refinery or petrochemical site is seldom built upon a single complete design scheme but is 
often a result of several adjustments, revamps and installation of new units which 
therefore limits the industrial relevance of holistic design approaches. There is a need for 
a straight-forward approach for evaluation of suggested design changes in HENs of 
individual process in order to estimate the site-wide savings in fuel and changes in 
mechanical power production. The results are used to estimate the profitability and 
emissions reductions associated with the proposed measures.  

The purpose of this paper is to suggest an approach that can be easily applied in 
engineering projects for this kind of evaluation of local Heat Integration measures from a 
site-wide perspective. The approach is illustrated in a case study of a complex refinery, 
which is currently studied in a project on operability effects of the proposed Heat 
Integration retrofit proposals. 

The paper includes an overview of the refinery steam system at the studied oil 
refinery, a description of the methodology used to evaluate Heat Integration projects 
including a presentation of the developed steam system model, and an overview of the 
characteristics of the retrofit proposals that have been evaluated using the model. Finally, 
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the evaluation results are presented and discussed. The focus of the results discussion is 
on the operational choices needed due to the steam system changes and how the energy 
savings for the HEN retrofits vary between three selected operating points. 

THE STEAM UTILITY SYSTEM 

The greatest part of the current heat demand of the case study refinery is provided by 
direct heating in process furnaces and by steam that is produced in steam boilers, 
flue-gas-heat recovery boilers and process coolers. Steam is the main utility at the 
refinery site. In the fractionation columns, as well as in many heat exchangers, steam is 
used as a heat source, and the condensate can be recovered and reused; in other units, 
such as strippers, it is injected to improve the process. 

The steam network at the refinery, shown in Figure 1, consists of four main pressure 
levels: Very High Pressure (VHP), High Pressure (HP), Medium Pressure (MP) and Low 
Pressure (LP). 

Steam at the VHP level is mainly produced in steam boilers and waste heat boilers 
that recover heat from flue gases from the process furnaces. The other steam headers are 
fed by steam generated in heat exchange with process streams. 
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Figure 1. General overview of the refinery’s steam network 
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The steam boilers, like the process furnaces, are mainly fired by the so-called refinery 
gas that consists of the non-condensable gases from the refinery distillation columns and 
contains lighter petroleum products such as hydrogen, methane and ethane, but also small 
amounts of valuable products (such as propane and butane). Since the distillation units 
are equipped with an air cooling system, the amount of products that can be condensed 
depends, besides the crude oil formula, on the ambient air temperature. At low ambient 
temperatures, more valuable, liquid products can be obtained, with the result that less 
refinery gas is obtained. When the amount of refinery gas is not sufficient to cover the 
steam demand of the refinery, imported Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is used as make-up 
fuel in the steam boilers. Alternatively, liquid products such as propane and butane can be 
vaporized and used as a make-up fuel. On the other hand, when the outside air 
temperature is high, less condensable products and more refinery gas is obtained. 
Prolonged flaring of refinery gas is prohibited due to environmental regulations. 
Consequently, at times when there is an excess of refinery gas it has to be fired in the 
steam boilers even if the steam produced is not needed. Excess steam can be vented in 
limited amounts, if necessary, but to avoid a large excess of steam in such situations, the 
waste heat boilers can be turned off, thereby releasing hot flue gases to the atmosphere at 
high temperature, with a big energy loss. 

The steam headers are connected by let-down valves and turbines, the latter used in 
direct drive configuration to operate more than fifty compressors and pumps. With the 
exception of the HP level, which is a local header recently built only to supply steam to 
the newest hydrocracker unit, the main headers are extended along the entire refinery. 
The flows through let-down valves between the steam headers (and to the LP vent) are 
automatically controlled to keep the set-point pressures of the headers. Manual operator 
decisions can be made to turn on or off various turbines in the network. These turbines 
drive pumps and compressors, that can be switched between steam turbine drive and 
electric motor drive (see Figure 2). There is no electrical energy production on site. 

To summarize, the balances of the fuel and steam systems vary depending on the 
operating conditions. The typical characteristics of two distinctly different operating 
modes are described in Table 1 and Figure 3 shows an overview of the main energy flows 
within the plant. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Switchable drive configuration for the options of steam turbine-driven or electrical 
motor-driven pumps or compressors 
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Table 1. Operating modes for fuel and steam system 
 

Characteristics of the two 
general operating modes for 
the fuel and steam system 

High production 
of refinery gas 

Low production 
of refinery gas 

Ambient temperature High Low 

Condensation of products/ 
Production of refinery gas 

Smaller amounts of valuable 
products can be condensed, 

and more refinery gas is 
obtained 

Larger amounts valuable 
products can be condensed, 

and less refinery gas is 
obtained 

Waste-heat-recovery boilers Typically off On 

Switchable machines Mainly steam turbine driven 

Trade-off between cost of 
LNG for the production of 
steam for turbine drive and 
electricity cost for electric 

motor drive 

Steam boiler load High 
Depends on trade-off for 

switchable machines 
Steam venting High Low 

Share of total plant 
operating time 

~25% ~75% 
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Figure 3. Overview of energy flows within the refinery 

METHODOLOGY 

The approach suggested for evaluation of the alternative HEN designs is to model the 
steam utility system of the refinery using a dedicated commercial software tool. The 
model is then used to simulate how the changes in steam consumption and production 
resulting from the process HEN retrofits affect the overall steam network balances under 
the different operating conditions. The scenarios used for the evaluation represent actual 
operating scenarios. 
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Since there is currently no use of model-based operational optimization systems for 
the steam network at the refinery, decisions about how to change the operation are made 
manually by operators. In an attempt to mimic their behaviour, and thereby the most 
likely consequences of the retrofit, the developed steam system model is not used for 
optimization in the analysis of this paper. Instead, the changes in steam balances caused 
by the retrofit are followed by manual decisions to adjust the operation of turbines and 
boilers in the model. These decisions aim at reducing fuel use and maximizing power 
production while making sure that there is no deficit of steam of any pressure. Finally, the 
corresponding changes in fuel use and power production are extracted from the model. 

Heat Exchanger Network (HEN) retrofit 

The HEN retrofit proposals used in this study are based on results from an ongoing 
case study at an oil refinery. In the case study, several HEN retrofit proposals have been 
developed to investigate operability issues related to Heat Integration.  

Stream data has been based on a previous Total Site targeting study [27]. The design 
approach for the HEN retrofits has been focused on improvement of individual process 
units. A traditional grid representation has been used to visualize the HEN of the process. 
In relation to the Pinch Temperature of the individual process, Cross-Pinch heat 
exchanger matches have been identified, Cross-Pinch heat transfer has been removed or 
reduced, and the heat loads re-distributed.  

For several of the process units the HEN retrofit designs resulted in modified steam 
production and consumption rates. Furthermore, for many of the process units, 
alternative designs with different implications for the steam system have been suggested 
and analyzed. For example, Retrofit proposal A described below, is one of two proposals 
with the same fuel savings in the furnace. Retrofit proposal A uses excess Low-Pressure 
(LP) steam and the other proposal (not included in this paper) uses lower-temperature 
excess process heat. For this paper, three retrofit projects with clear effects on steam 
consumption or production have been selected. 

Steam network model 

Based on measurements within the plant, energy and mass balances, assumptions 
regarding unmeasured variables, component datasheets and interviews with company 
employees, a complete model of the refinery steam network has been created. Mass and 
energy balances have been established for the entire steam network, including steam 
production units, steam headers, turbines, valves, and desuperheaters, as well as steam 
consumptions. The components and their connections in the network have been modelled 
in Aspen Utilities planner [28] with user interfaces connected to Excel spreadsheets. The 
boilers fuel consumption, the electric power used for the electric-driven pumps, the 
vented steam and the make-up water have been included in the model to allow for a 
systems analysis of modifications made to the steam balances. For a detailed description 
of the steam utility network model, see [29]. 

The main operating scenario used for the construction of the model was chosen in 
discussion with refinery staff, and represents a normal steam production rate, with stable 
flows through the valves and stable steam production in the main boilers and heat 
recovery steam generators. The model of the steam system has been validated against 
plant measurements from this main scenario, and three other operating scenarios, as 
described in Table 2. 

Besides enabling a validation of the model in different operating conditions, the 
comparison of the model outputs with measurement data for these three scenarios has 
been useful for identifying possible equipment failures, such as broken flow meters or 
indicators for pump driver switches. 
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Table 2. The three operating scenarios, for which plant measurement data is collected and used 
for simulation and validation 

 

Scenario Month 
Steam production  

at VHP level 
Comment 

1 Sep. Medium Main scenario 
2 Apr. Medium - 
3 Jul. Low Maintenance for some units of the refinery 

 
It should be noted that all scenarios analyzed represent situations with a refinery gas 

deficit, which is the case during approximately 75% of the year, see Table 1. Due to the 
deficit of refinery gas, LNG is imported. Consequently, a retrofit leading to fuel gas 
savings will enable a reduction of the LNG imports. For the 25% of the year with a 
refinery gas surplus, no Heat Integration retrofit will result in fuel savings. The produced 
refinery gas needs to be combusted, no matter if the heat is used or not. For this case, 
increased steam consumption or decreased steam production is beneficial. This makes the 
steam surplus smaller and thereby reduces the water losses from steam venting. 

HEAT INTEGRATION RETROFIT PROPOSALS 

In this section, the retrofit proposals are presented, focusing on their direct effect on 
local steam headers and fuel balances. 

Retrofit proposal A 

This retrofit proposal includes the heating of two process streams entering a reactor. 
The process streams are heated by the reactor outlet before being mixed and are then 
finally heated by a process furnace. The current process flowsheet is shown in Figure 4. 
Hot streams are indicated by dotted lines and stream mixing is indicated by a rhomb.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Current process scheme, before suggested changes to Retrofit proposal A 
 

The suggested retrofit proposal is shown in Figure 5. The aim of the retrofit proposal 
is to reduce the amount of fuel gas consumed by the process furnace. To achieve the fuel 
savings, LP steam is used to pre-heat the main reactor feed stream, before entering 
existing heat exchanging equipment. In addition to the new heat exchanger, two of the 
existing heat exchangers need to be expanded, due to decreased temperature difference, 
to maintain the same load. In Figure 5, heat exchangers with increased area are indicated 
by a grey colour. All energy and equipment changes are shown in Table 3. LP steam 
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consumption is increased by 9.7 MW (17 t/h), while the fuel consumption in the process 
furnace is decreased by 12.4 MW. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Retrofit proposal A 
 

Table 3. Process equipment and energy consequences for Retrofit proposal A 
 

Need for new heat 
exchanger 

Need for increased  
area in existing heat 

exchangers 

LP steam consumption 
[MW] 

Fuel gas consumption  
in process furnace 

[MW] 
1 heat exchanger 2 heat exchangers 9.7 (17 t/h) −12.4 

 
It should be added that this retrofit proposal is based on the assumption that there 

often is a surplus of LP steam vented to the atmosphere. The same fuel saving in the 
furnace could have been achieved by pre-heating the reactor feed with internal excess 
heat from the process unit, instead of by LP steam. However, using LP steam to pre-heat 
the reactor feed is likely to provide better operability compared to internal heat exchange 
because of the fewer interdependencies. When using LP steam to pre-heat the reactor 
feed, the effect on the overall fuel and steam balances from increasing the overall LP 
steam consumption is not obvious, hence, suggesting a need for modelling the entire 
steam system. In this paper, the assumption about availability of excess LP steam is 
assessed. Furthermore, a steam system model with data for three different operating 
scenarios is used to evaluate the steam system consequences when the excess of LP steam 
cannot cover the increased consumption. 

Retrofit proposal B 

For the process unit considered for Retrofit proposal B, generation of High-Pressure 
(HP) steam in process coolers serves as one of the cold utilities. In other words, in the 
process coolers a hot process stream is used to generate steam while the hot stream itself 
is cooled down. Whether this is a, thermodynamically, preferable solution in the 
perspective of the whole refinery depends on how – at which temperatures – the 
generated steam is used. A HEN retrofit decreasing the HP steam production, as well as 
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the fuel gas consumption, is assessed to evaluate the Total Site fuel and electricity 
consequences. 

Retrofit proposal B involves heating before a thermal separation unit, as shown in 
Figure 6. In the figure, hot process streams are indicated by dotted lines. The feed to the 
separation unit is first heated by internal heat exchange and then finally heated by a 
process furnace. The hot steam is currently cooled by a steam generation unit producing 
most of the HP steam at the refinery. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Process scheme before Retrofit proposal B 
 

The retrofit proposal is designed to use some of the excess heat in the hot stream to 
pre-heat the inlet to the separation unit. This enables a reduced load of the process 
furnace, but also leads to a decreased production of HP steam. The retrofit proposal is 
shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Retrofit proposal B 
 

For this retrofit proposal, one new heat exchanger is required. As previously stated, 
both fuel gas consumption and HP steam production are decreased locally at the process 
unit. All changes are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Process equipment and energy consequences for Retrofit proposal B 
 

Need for new heat exchanger HP steam production [MW] Fuel gas consumption in  
process furnace [MW] 

1 heat exchanger −7.5 (14 t/h) −8.1 
 

It is not obvious how the decreased production of HP steam will affect the fuel and 
steam balances for the Total Site; it depends on the steam balances for the different steam 
headers.  

Retrofit proposal C 

Retrofit C involves the heat needed for a distillation tower reboiler, which is currently 
provided by LP steam. In Figure 8, parts of the process flowsheet before the retrofit is 
shown. In Figure 8, a hot stream is shown by dotted lines and it can be seen that this hot 
stream is currently cooled by air fans. The retrofit proposal, shown in Figure 9, includes a 
replacement of the LP steam heating by internal heat exchange.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Process scheme before Retrofit proposal C 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Retrofit proposal C 
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The retrofit will decrease the LP steam consumption by 2.2 MW. It will also require 
new heat transfer area since the internal heat exchange will lead to a significantly lower 
heat transfer coefficient than when condensing LP steam was used in the reboiler. The 
potential reduction in electricity used for the cooling fans is neglected. All changes are 
summarized in Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Process equipment and energy consequences for Retrofit proposal C 

 
Need for increased reboiler heat transfer area,  

possibly with new equipment 
LP steam consumption 

[MW] 
1 heat exchanger −2.2 (4 t/h) 

STEAM UTILITY SYSTEM CONSEQUENCES OF HEAT EXCHANGER 

NETWORK RETROFITS 

In this section, the results from the steam network model will be presented and 
analysed for retrofit proposals A, B and C. For each retrofit, the consequences to the 
steam network are evaluated for the three scenarios presented in Table 2. 

Retrofit proposal A 

As described above, this retrofit proposal involves increased consumption of LP 
steam. Depending on the steam balance at the LP header, this will affect the steam 
balances at other headers and the fuel gas consumption in the steam boilers. 

For all scenarios analysed, LP steam is currently vented to the atmosphere. The total 
venting of LP steam in each scenario is shown in Table 6. 

 
Table 6. LP steam venting for all scenarios 

 
Scenario LP steam venting [t/h] 

1 16.2 
2 23.9 
3 4.9 

 
The HEN retrofit analysed here involves an increase in LP steam consumption of  

17 t/h. Although all scenarios have an excess of LP steam, the surplus varies and is not 
always sufficient to cover the increased consumption. In the scenarios with a venting of 
LP steam lower than 17 t/h, the amount of steam delivered to the LP header need to be 
increased to compensate for the increased steam consumption. 

The only reasonably feasible way to accomplish this is to compensate for the LP 
steam deficit through increased VHP steam production in the steam boilers. If the VHP 
steam production is significantly increased, the VHP steam can be used in VHP�LP 
steam turbines, thereby decreasing the imported electricity to the plant. From a 
theoretical modelling perspective the amount of steam delivered to the LP header can 
also be increased by turning off steam turbine drives for switchable equipment, and 
instead let down steam from higher pressure headers through let-down valves. This 
would, however, require a significant number of turbines to be turned off, which 
consequently would lead to a significant increase in the demand for electricity to the site 
and a substantial reduction in the overall efficiency of the steam system. Results for 
implementing Retrofit A are shown for all scenarios in Table 7. The largest change to the 
steam utility system is necessary in Scenario 3, for which steam venting and VHP steam 
production before the retrofit is low. 

As seen in Table 7, the retrofit proposal gives fuel savings for all scenarios. However, 
the third scenario has quite low savings. Instead, the main saving in Scenario 3 is in 
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electricity due to the increased use of VHP�LP steam turbines for switchable-drive 
pump and compressors. The other scenarios give large savings in fuel gas and the 
increased consumption of LP steam from the retrofit proposal does not give a large 
overall increased consumption of fuel gas in the steam boilers. The retrofit proposal 
could therefore be assumed to achieve most of the estimated fuel gas savings for the 75% 
of the year when the refinery has a deficit of refinery gas. 

 
Table 7. Resulting changes to fuel and electricity balances for Retrofit proposal A 

 

Scenario 
Changed fuel gas 
consumption in 

steam boilers [MW] 

Changes fuel gas 
consumption in 
process furnace 

[MW] 

Total Site changes in 
LNG consumption 

[MW] 

Total Site changes  
in electricity 

consumption [MW] 

1 0.7 −12.4 −11.7 - 
2 - −12.4 −12.4 - 
3 10.6 −12.4 −1.8 −0.8 

 
It is possible, and for some scenarios even likely, that the steam venting could be 

reduced directly by changing the steam system operation, typically, by reducing the 
let-down of steam through valves and turbines. If the steam venting was avoided by 
operational optimization, implementation of Retrofit A would give similar results in all 
scenarios as those for Scenario 3, that is, the steam production in the boilers would have 
to be increased to cover the increased LP steam demand. This in turn would enable 
increased generation of work in the steam turbines connected to the VHP header. 
Consequently, the overall result of the retrofit would be that fuel use is moved from the 
process furnace to the steam boilers, which, depending on the availability of turbine 
capacity, can give a potential increase in cogeneration. 

In the analysis, it is assumed that the process will be operated according to the retrofit 
design proposal, that is, with an increased use of LP steam of 17 t/h and a reduced load of 
the furnace corresponding to a reduction of 12.4 MW of fuel gas. If the excess of LP 
steam is not enough to cover the increased demand, additional steam is assumed to be 
generated in the steam boilers. Another realistic alternative would be that, in each 
operating scenario, only the available LP steam excess is used, with a resulting lower fuel 
gas saving in the furnace. Consequently, there would be no savings in electricity 
consumption in those cases, but on the other hand, the steam system will be less affected. 

Retrofit proposal B 

Retrofit proposal B includes changes to the HP steam production. By increased 
internal heat exchange, the HP steam production is reduced by 14 t/h, see Table 4. The 
HEN retrofit has a direct effect not only the HP steam header, but also on the MP and LP 
header. If the steam production to the HP header is decreased, less steam will go through 
steam turbines and let-down valves to the MP and LP steam headers, thereby affecting 
the balances on these steam headers as well.  

As shown in Table 8, HP steam is currently used in steam turbines and let down 
through valves in all scenarios analyzed. 

 
Table 8. Steam from HP, MP and LP headers to turbines, let-down valves and steam vents 

 

Scenario
HP to valves 

[t/h] 
HP to turbines 

[t/h] 
MP to valves 

[t/h] 
MP to turbines 

[t/h] 
LP venting 

[t/h] 
1 19.9 19.8 24.8 68.6 16.2 
2 7.4 31.5 18.8 68.6 23.9 
3 9.5 24.5 5.2 46.9 4.9 
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For Scenario 1, the steam flow to let-down valves from the HP header is larger than 
the 14 t/h of steam production that will be lost by Retrofit proposal B. Moreover, the 
surplus of steam at the MP and LP header is high enough to compensate for the decreased 
steam rate through the let-down valves. Hence, the only change in the steam utility 
system is that less steam goes through let-down valves and the LP steam venting is 
decreased. Consequently, for Scenario 1, the retrofit gives a fuel gas saving in the process 
furnace and does not affect the fuel consumption in steam boilers or electricity 
consumption for pumps or compressors. Thereby, the retrofit leads to a Total Site 
reduction in LNG consumption for this scenario. The energy balances for the process unit 
and for the Total Site are shown in Table 9. 

For Scenarios 2 and 3, the steam flow to let-down valves from the HP level before the 
retrofit is not enough to cover the decrease in steam production caused by the HEN 
retrofit. Consequently, the retrofit will make it necessary to either let down more steam 
from the VHP header to the HP header, or to decrease the use of HP steam for 
turbine-driven machines.  

For Scenario 2, there is a steam surplus at the MP and LP header after implementation 
of Retrofit B. Hence, turning off turbines from the HP to the MP or LP headers will likely 
not have large consequences for the steam balances of the MP and LP headers. For 
Scenario 2, there are two alternatives for turbines to turn off in order to reduce the use of 
HP steam. The choice is between one HP�MP turbine and one HP�LP turbine. The 
HP�MP turbine has a much larger steam flow than the HP�LP turbine, but a lower 
enthalpy drop, and the optimum decision is therefore not obvious. In Table 9, Scenario 
2-1 represents the alternative of turning off the HP�LP turbine and 2-2 is to turn off the 
HP�MP turbine. 

As seen in Table 9, the increase in electricity consumption, resulting from replacing 
steam turbine-driven machines by electric motor-driven machines, is smaller for 
Alternative 2-2 than for Alternative 2-1. However, even though both options only give a 
small increase in electricity consumption, none of them is the best choice. For this 
scenario, it is better to increase let-down steam from the VHP steam header, displayed as 
Scenario 2-3 in Table 9. This is because there is more steam available at the VHP header 
in this Scenario 2 than what is currently used for turbines, that is, VHP steam is in this 
scenario let down through valves to the MP and further to the LP headers, but could 
instead be let down to the HP header. 

 
Table 9. Resulting changes to fuel and electricity balances for Retrofit proposal B 

 

Scenario 

Changed fuel gas 
consumption in 
steam boilers 

[MW] 

Changes fuel gas 
consumption in 
process furnace 

[MW] 

Total Site changes 
in LNG 

consumption 
[MW] 

Total Site changes 
in electricity 
consumption 

[MW] 
1 - −8.1 −8.1 - 

2-1 - −8.1 −8.1 0.3 
2-2 - −8.1 −8.1 0.2 
2-3 - −8.1 −8.1 - 
3-1 9.3 −8.1 1.3 −0.2 
3-2 9.0 −8.1 1.0 - 

 
It should be mentioned, again, that the operation of the steam system before the 

retrofit was not mathematically optimized. It is likely that the let-down of VHP steam in 
Scenario 2 would not be seen in the results from a model-based optimization of the 
operational scenario. For Scenario 2, fuel gas savings could easily have been achieved 
directly in the steam boilers, if let-down and steam venting was reduced. The surplus of 
steam at MP and LP headers would thereby be reduced. Consequently, if this was done 
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before Retrofit B was implemented, the retrofit would lead to a requirement to increase 
the VHP steam production in the steam boilers to compensate for the lost HP steam 
production. This could lead to similar consequences of Retrofit B in Scenario 2 as those 
described for Scenario 3 below. 

For Scenario 3 the steam flows through let-down valves are low between all steam 
headers. Therefore, the decreased steam production caused by Retrofit B has large 
consequences for the steam utility system. Implementation of Retrofit B in Scenario 3 
requires compensation of the lost steam production at the HP header as well as at the MP 
and LP header. For the VHP header, there is only a small surplus of steam for Scenario 3. 
In the same way as for Scenario 2, steam turbines connected to the HP header can be 
turned off. However, while this compensates for lost steam production at the HP header, 
it will only move the problem to the MP and LP header. Consequently, the VHP steam 
production in the steam boilers needs to be increased instead. The VHP steam can be used 
in turbines from the VHP pressure header to both MP and LP pressures. This alternative 
is shown as Scenario 3-1 in Table 9. Because of the increased steam flow from the VHP 
header to turbines that drive switchable equipment, the electricity consumption is 
decreased even though some turbines were switched off from the HP pressure level. 
Nevertheless, the increased steam production in the steam boilers leads to an increased 
LNG consumption for the Total Site, which makes the retrofit proposal non-profitable for 
Scenario 3-1. The second alternative for Scenario 3 is to increase the VHP steam 
production in the boilers and increase let-down steam to the HP level until no steam 
deficit at any header remains. The steam turbine operation is not changed; hence, the 
electricity consumption is not changed. For this Scenario 3-2, the Total Site fuel 
consumption increases which leads to an increase in the purchased LNG to the refinery, 
making this alternative economically unfeasible as well.  

The results show that the HEN retrofit proposal gives large reductions in purchased 
LNG to the refinery for most operating conditions. Scenario 3 is a special case for which 
parts of the refinery are shut down due to maintenance, and does therefore not represent 
everyday operation. However, Scenario 3 is probably closer to an optimized operation 
with only small steam flows through let-down valves and to vent. Therefore, the analysis 
for Scenario 3 is still important and shows that the energy saving potential and expected 
profitability for Retrofit B are questionable for an optimized operation of the steam utility 
system. 

Retrofit proposal C 

For Retrofit C, there are no changes to the overall energy balances of the refinery, 
except a potential small reduction in electricity use for the cooling fans. Since there is an 
excess of LP steam for all scenarios, the only consequence of the LP steam saving 
achieved by this retrofit is an increased LP steam venting and increased water losses. 
Retrofit C is thereby not profitable for the investigated scenarios. The results on the steam 
system might have other effects if optimized operation (with minimized steam venting) is 
considered. 

DISCUSSION 

The evaluation approach suggested in this paper is based on model simulations 
resulting from manual decisions on how to adjust the operation of boilers and turbines in 
effect of a proposed change. The evaluation is thereby based on a comparison of two 
mathematically, non-optimized operating scenarios. Consequently, further savings could 
theoretically be achieved by optimizing the operation of the steam network both for the 
current and for the retrofitted process. The model of the steam network could be used for 
that kind of optimization if prices for fuel and electricity are provided. It is, however, 
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important to remember that the operator’s decisions are based on more information than 
currently included in the model, for example, knowledge about ongoing maintenance 
work, planned changes in operation, duration of operational transitions, etc. In other 
words, the real steam network need to be operated to ensure some flexibility for future 
unexpected, and planned, changes and variations in operating conditions, which are not 
considered in the mathematical, steady-state optimization model. 

It is clear that economic factors like investment cost and fuel and electricity cost 
savings will ultimately be the deciding factors for whether an energy-efficiency 
investment will be implemented. The analysis presented in this paper gives the basic 
input needed to evaluate the effect of the heat saving measures on fuel and electricity 
costs if combined with energy price information relevant for the studied refinery. 
Investment costs for the suggested heat-saving measures can be estimated using cost 
functions for heat exchangers, or with more detail based on vendor quotes. However, the 
details of the cost estimations and energy price statistics were not made available for 
publication in this research project. Economic considerations are included in the 
Pinch-based design methods through the choice of the minimum temperature difference 
for heat exchange that reflects a trade-off between investment costs for heat exchanger 
area and operating costs for energy utility. Costs for new heat exchangers and reduced 
costs for energy utility are generally straightforward to estimate and these could then be 
used for estimating the expected profitability of a heat integration project, for example, 
by simple Payback Periods (PR), Internal Rate of Returns (IRR) or Net Present Values 
(NPV). 

Experience has shown that other factors also greatly influence the decision on 
investment. These could be concerns about how the operability of the process is affected, 
for example, regarding reliability or controllability. These could also be practical 
considerations regarding the implementation, for example, whether there is sufficient 
space available in the plant. For some heat-saving proposals, the operability and 
implementation issues will make the project completely unfeasible. For others, 
consideration to the requirements on operability and practical implementation will affect 
the expected cash flows of the Heat Integration project. Typically, operability issues 
could lead to lower heat savings than expected from the base-line analysis, thereby 
leading to lower operational cost savings, or they could lead to additional investments in, 
for example, more compact heat exchangers, added measurements and/or manipulators 
for control, or back-up systems to overcome potential problems. 

However, Heat Integration projects can potentially also enable improvements in 
quality and/or production rates for the main products in the plant. If that is the case, the 
economics of the projects could be significantly strengthened compared to a simple heat 
saving measure. An excellent example of this kind of Non-Energy Benefit of energy 
efficiency projects has been presented by Aseeri et al. [30]. Future work is needed to 
develop easily-applied methods within the Heat Integration field that consider operability 
aspects and other practical design constraints in combination with economic evaluations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents examples from an industrial case study, in which Heat Integration 
retrofits are evaluated in terms of their consequences for the operation of the steam utility 
network. The analysis of Heat Integration projects, which involve modifications to the 
steam consumption or production, shows the importance of expanding the system 
boundaries to include the entire steam system to enable evaluation of overall fuel savings 
and associated changes in electricity imports. The paper also shows that the overall 
energy savings vary between different operating scenarios, and that operational data for 
several scenarios, and their expected share of the yearly operating time, are necessary to 
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evaluate the energy consequences of HEN retrofits including the steam utility network. 
Among other things, the selected examples show that availability of steam excess at 
certain steam headers during a large part of the year could be used to decrease the fuel 
used in process furnaces without necessarily increasing the fuel consumption in steam 
boilers. 

In this paper, the analysis is based on analysing changes for a few discrete operating 
scenarios, that represent real operating conditions and decisions that have occurred in the 
studied plant. For these scenarios, savings could possibly be achieved also by a direct 
optimization of the operation of the steam utility system. The steam network model 
developed for this work can be used also for this kind of optimization, given that price 
data for fuels and electricity are provided. 
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